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LETIN

“Strive for progress, not perfection”
I hope that everyone has had a safe and happy Easter, and that we haven’t eaten too much
chocolate?! However, if we have our exercise routine is helping us return to fitness 12
This week sees us re-focusing back into our new way of school working tasks, and working from
home. I continue to be amazed at the quality of work that our students produce in such unusual
circumstances, even now that the novelty has worn off. I would also like to give a big shout out
and thank you to all the adult parents and carers who have been thrown in at the deep-end with
our Home Learning journey. I am also experiencing the challenges of inspiring and motivating a
12 year old!
As long as we keep in mind that we have a strong and supportive learning community we will
be successful.
Tim Chambers, Headteacher Bilton School
Class Charts work uploaded
As we move into a further 3 weeks of lock-down this week we are back in the swing of home
learning. Students should continue to be able to access work and resources through Class
Charts. Staff can be emailed directly from student to staff email accounts should there be any
issues.
Year 11 and Year 13 grading for this summer
During this week information has been sent out to Year 11 and 13 students and parents giving
them guidance as to how their grades for this summer’s exams will be calculated and the timeline of this process.
Family Challenges
This week’s Well-Being newsletter saw the launch of the first family challenge, with an Amazon
voucher for the winner … save those loo roll inners!!
The Brilliant Club
After a roller coaster of a journey with our contact from The Brilliant Club I can proudly say that
Bilton School’s Brilliant Club students pulled out all the stops when it came to their final
assignments!
Despite COVID-19 meaning our students missed their one-to-one tutorials, great grades were
achieved! Stacey, our PhD tutor shared her depth of knowledge in Modern African Art, as well
as her analysis & discussion skills, which allowed students to complete thorough and insightful
homework assignments in addition to their final assignment.
An important note to the Brilliant Club members: Please give yourself a pat on the back and
know that, when it is possible, I’ll be chasing up for your very well deserved final graduation trip!
Well Done!

